
Summer 2019

What is it? How might it affect 
retirement strategy?

If you follow national news, you may have heard of 
the Setting Every Community Up for Retirement 
Enhancement (SECURE) Act. Although the SECURE 
Act has yet to clear the Senate, it saw broad, 
bipartisan support in the House of Representatives 
and could make IRAs a more attractive component 
of your retirement strategy. However, it also changes 
the withdrawal rules on inherited “stretch IRAs,” 
which may impact retirement and estate strategies, 
nationwide. Let’s dive in and take a closer look.1

Secure Act Consequences. Currently, those older than 
70 ½ must take withdrawals and can no longer contribute 
to their traditional IRA. This differs from a Roth IRA, 
which allows contributions at any age, as long as your 
income is below a certain level: less than $122,000 
for single filing households and less than $193,000 for 
those who are married and jointly file. This can make 
saving especially difficult for an older worker. However, 
if the SECURE Act passes the Senate and is signed into 
law, that cutoff will vanish, allowing workers of any age 
to continue making contributions to traditional IRAs.2

The age at which you must take your Required 
Minimum Distributions (RMDs) would also change. 
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The Journey
Greetings! I hope that all of you are enjoying your 
summer. As you check off all of the season's best 
bucket list items, don't forget that summer is also the 
perfect time to tackle some of your financial goals!  

Don't worry...I'm not talking about anything too time 
consuming! For example, you might want to make an 
appointment with your accountant. During tax season 
they are working long hours and are focused on tax 
returns! Scheduling now gives them a chance to make 
cost-saving recommendations and confirm that you 
are on track for your annual tax witholdings.  Another 
good summer goal is to make a holiday budget. It may 
feel too early, but putting together a holiday budget 
now means more time to save
for the celebration you want.  
Finally, summer is a good time 
to evaluate your insurance. Your 
situation may have changed over 
the last year, and your insurance 
needs may have changed too.  

No matter what goals you have 
this summer, we are here to help 
as your financial partner.   
 
All my best,

The SECURE Act
and Traditional

IRA Changes
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Whats on Your Summer 
Bucket List?



The stock market seems surprisingly fit given that the cur-
rent economic expansion is entering its 11th year and is now 
the longest on record. US stocks returned 4.3% in Q2 2019 
and are up 18.5% year-to date.1 Although prices as a multiple 
of forward earnings are fully priced, the multiple is not real-
ly higher than it has been on average for the last five years 
(16.5x).2 Earnings growth has recently slowed to a crawl, but 
it is nevertheless growing, and the prospect of continued low 
interest rates holds out hope that stock prices can continue to 
climb this year.

In contrast to the optimism of the stock 
market, the inverted yield curve and pricing 
of bond futures suggest the bond market be-
lieves the economy will soon falter, requiring 
the Federal Reserve ("the Fed") to support it 
with rate cuts. This is a sharp about-face given 
that as recently as six months ago the Fed and 
the market expected rates to continue to grad-
ually climb. It is challenging to point to a com-
pelling change in underlying economic growth 
data to support such a sharp reversal in rate 
policy.

Market volatility will likely be higher going forward than 
investors have recently grown to consider typical. “Jaw-
boning” (i.e., talking markets up or down without any actual 
change in policy) used to be reserved as a monetary policy tool 
used by the Fed to help manage markets. It now also seems to 
be also used as a fiscal policy tool to manage markets based 
on the likelihood of tariffs, causing markets to drop, only to 
suddenly jump back based on nothing more than a tweet from 
the US President with a more optimistic tone. By itself, the 
alternating tone of the Administration’s messaging would be 
enough to support expectations of higher volatility later this 
year, but it is hardly the only driver to support increased vola-
tility in the near future. Leading economic indicators are pretty 
evenly split between those that contribute to and those that 
detract from growth. Any news associated with the updating of 
these indicators is likely to generate volatility. Other potential 
sources of volatility include uncertainty around oil prices and 
expectations for headline inflation that can rise and fall with 
concerns about a potential U.S. confrontation with Iran. Finally, 
given the long-lived rally, a tension may be developing between 
markets that have been propelled forward by momentum, being 
stretched to extremes in terms of relative values, creating un-
certainty about the timing of changes in market relationships.

The outlook for stocks continues to be better than for bonds.
Given how low nominal and real interest rates are, investors 
have few alternatives but to continue to invest in stocks. Stocks 

are also expected to benefit from earnings that are growing, 
albeit much slower than earlier this year, and corporate share 
buyback programs have the potential to grow earnings-per-
share going forward as they have in the past. While US eco-
nomic growth is uneven, the inverted yield curve aside, there is 
nothing that points to a recession that would cause concern of 
a sharp and extended drop in stock prices.

Given the likelihood of increased market volatility, it would 
be best to diversify investment portfolios as broadly as 
possible. The difference in return between value and growth 
stocks is at an extreme. Similarly, to the relationship between 
US and international stock valuations make international stocks 
seem much more attractively valued and the return differ-
ence between large cap and small cap stocks seems similarly 
stretched. Since these distorted relationships have been true 
for several years now, at this point such warnings may be per-

ceived by investors as “cries of wolf. The many 
cross-currents playing out in the market make 
it difficult to predict what sectors will benefit 
when market dynamics change.

1 S&P 500, Source: Morningstar as of June 30, 2019
2 Ned Davis Research

This commentary was prepared by Jerry Chafkin (Chief 
Investment Officer, AssetMark, Inc.) and does not neces-
sarily present the views of the presenting party, nor their 
affiliates. This is for informational purposes only, is not 
a solicitation, and should not be considered investment 
or tax advice. This information has been drawn from 
sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy is not 
guaranteed, and is subject to change. Investing involves 
risk, including the possible loss of principal.  Past perfor-
mance does not guarantee future results.

Market OUTLOOK

"Given how low
nominal and real 

interest rates are, 
investors have few 
alternatives but to 

continue to invest in 
stocks."

Gaby Smith, Assistant to Melanie Colusci

Favorite part about working for Bridger:
Learning from the Bridger team! Their support and 
friendliness has made my transition into this role much 
easier than expected.

What is on your bucket 
list:
My list includes traveling 
to Greece with my family 
and walking the El Camino 
de Santiago from France 
to Spain.

What do you do in your 
free time? 
In my free time, I work on 
my home staging business 
and finishing a nonfiction 
book on creativity.

Team Spotlight



The SECURE Act and Traditional IRA Changes
Continued from Page 1

Currently, if you have a traditional IRA, you must start taking 
the RMD when you reach age 70 ½.  Under the new law, you 
wouldn’t need to start taking the RMD until age 72, increasing 
the potential to further grow your retirement vehicle.3

As it stands now, non-spouse beneficiaries of IRAs and retirement 
plans are required to withdraw the funds from its IRA, tax-
sheltered status, but can do so by "stretching" the disbursements 
over time, even over their entire lifetime. The SECURE Act 
changes this and makes the use of "stretch" IRAs unlikely. Under 
the new law, if you leave a Traditional IRA or retirement plan to 
a beneficiary other than your spouse, they can defer withdrawals 
(and taxes) for up to 10 years max.4

What’s next? Currently, the SECURE Act has reached the Senate, 
where it failed to pass by unanimous consent. This means it could 
move into committee for debate or it could end up attached to 
the next budget bill, as a way to circumvent further delays. 
Regardless, if the SECURE Act becomes law, it could change 

retirement goals for many, making this a great time to talk to a 
financial professional.

Citations.
1 - financial-planning.com/articles/house-votes-to-ease-rules-for-rias-
correct-trump-tax-law [5/23/19]
2 - irs.gov/retirement-plans/amount-of-roth-ira-contributions-that-
you-can-make-for-2019 [6/18/19]
3 - congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/1994 [5/16/1900]
4 - law.com/newyorklawjournal/2019/04/05/what-to-know-about-the-
2-big-retirement-bills-in-congress/ [4/5/19]

This material was prepared by MarketingPro, Inc., and does not necessarily 
represent the views of the presenting party, nor their affiliates. This 
information has been derived from sources believed to be accurate. Please 
note - investing involves risk, and past performance is no guarantee of future 
results. The publisher is not engaged in rendering legal, accounting or other 
professional services. If assistance is needed, the reader is advised to engage 
the services of a competent professional. This information should not be 
construed as investment, tax or legal advice and may not be relied on for the 
purpose of avoiding any Federal tax penalty. This is neither a solicitation nor 
recommendation to purchase or sell any investment or insurance product or 
service, and should not be relied upon as such. All indices are unmanaged 
and are not illustrative of any particular investment.

We are proud to share that our President, Melanie Colusci, 
CFP®, AEP®, is the recipient of the 2019 Rob Holmes Financial 
Professional of the Year Award! After a unanimous vote, this 
prestigious distinction was presented to her at The Penn 
Mutual Life Insurance Company‘s Royal Blue Conference in 
New Mexico.

The award is given annually and recognizes one individual 
for their commitment to continuing education, and a high 
standard of ethics and performance in helping clients achieve 
financial security.

“Melanie has dedicated her career to improving the lives of 
her clients, which is a testament to her commitment to the 
profession,” said Tom Harris, executive vice president and 
chief distribution officer at Penn Mutual. “She continues to 
inspire those around her, and Penn Mutual is pleased to honor 
her with this well-deserved award.”

Congratulations Melanie!

The requirements of the Rob Holmes Financial Professional of the Year Award do not evaluate the quality of services provided to clients and is not 
indicative of the applicant’s future client performance.

Melanie Colusci is the Penn Mutual 2019
Financial Professional of the Year!

Left to right: Tim Donahue, president and CEO of HTK, Damon 
Colusci, VP of Bridger Financial Group, Melanie Colusci, president 
of Bridger Financial Group, and Tom Harris, EVP and chief 
distribution officer of Penn Mutual.

“Receiving this distinguished award is such an honor. It’s my mission 
to empower my clients and inform them about the possibilities that 
can come from creating a financial plan that satisfies their long-
term goals. I am proud to devote my time to learning and growing 
in this profession so that I can help clients maximize their wealth 
potential and fulfill their dreams.”         ~Melanie Colusci



* Registered Representative of, and Securities and Investment Advisory Sevices offered through Hornor, Townsend & Kent, LLC (HTK), Registered Investment Advi-
sor, Member FINRA/SIPC. 130 Springside Drive Suite 100 Akron, OH 44333. 330-668-9065. Bridger Financial Group is independent of HTK. HTK is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Penn Mutual. HTK does not offer tax or legal advice. CA insurance license number G29689 (M. Colusci); 0G21714 (D. Colusci). 2656991TM_Jul21
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On the Horizon
September – Life Insurance Awareness Month

Sept 2 – Labor Day (Office Closed)
Sept 8 - National Grandparents Day
Oct 1 - First day to file FAFSA for

college financial aid
Oct 14 - Columbus Day
Oct 21 to 27 -  National 

Estate Planning Awareness Week 


